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Short a sound words worksheet

Long &amp; Short Vowel Check-inLong &amp; Short Vowel Check-inAssess student understands common spelling patterns for vowel sounds using this quick sort. Young readers will read the words and then write them down in the appropriate column for long or short vowel sounds.2 Classics Dish &amp;
Writing Circle objects that have a long A sound (ā). Then write a word under the photo. Circle the words indicated. It's best to sound aloud. Color the long words RED. Color the short word BLUE. The color of all other words GREEN. Complete each sentence with long a from the word field. Circle the word
in each pair that has a long sound. Write this word in a poem. Say the name of each photo. If it is a long sound, draw a line to connect the image with a long A. Say the name of the image. Circle the word. Underline the long words in history and write them on the lines. Write each word only once. History:
Jane was on vacation. She was very excited because she was going to travel by plane. Cut out the pictures. Glue them next to the correct long word. Say the name of each photo. If it has a short sound, draw a line to connect the image to it. Do you think of two things whose name contains a short sound?
Draw a picture of each thing. Then type its name on the line. Read every word. Does it have a long (ā) sound, or a short (ă) sound? The color in the circle next to the correct sound. Read every word. Then add e. Read the new word and write it in a poem. Read every word. Then draw a picture of him.
Draw a line to match each image to the correct word. Name each photo. Spell its name on the line. Circle a word in each set that begins with a short (ă) sound and a word that simply contains it. The first lesson in this unit on short vowels will focus on the short A sound, which is located in the middle of
words such as cat, fan, mask and so on. It also begins with words such as apple and medium. I have created six different lessons that can be used to teach this important short vowel sound for your child. We encourage you to use these worksheets at home as part of your home school curriculum or use
them in the classroom as part of your lesson plan or to strengthen the skills your class is working on. Thank you for visiting! I presented a short A sound in several different ways. The first sheet has different objects on it. Go through items with your child and name them all. If the word uses a short vowel
sound for a, then circle the element. In the second document there are nine different boxes. Each field has a photo with a line to save below it. As in the first document, go through the items and name them your child. For each image that uses vowel sound, type the letter a on the line below it. There are
several different ways to use this worksheet. You can full word, not just the letter a. You can also turn this into a and let your students write down all the words under each photo and then highlight the letter and words that use a short sound with a crayel or marker. Make it fun! The third print is on it three
rows. Each line has an image with a line to write below it and four words next to it. Name the item in each image, and then circle the word next to it. Finally, write the correct word on the line below the photo. The fourth sheet has three rows on it. Each row has three different pictures on it. Go through items
with your child and name them. If the item uses the correct vowel sound, the color in the object. The following document has a box at the top with four words. This is the word bank. Below are four separate fields with a word in them. Using the word bank, write a word that rhymes inside the box. Under the
boxes there are two lines for writing. The first line is missing a word. Follow the words and then write a word from the bank that best complements the sentence. Then use the line at the bottom to create the original sentence using a word other than the bank. The Web Words sheet is a fun activity that your
child can use to invent words using a short vowel. In each web section, write a word that uses short sound. There are ten sections of the network, so your child needs to come up with ten different words. If you need help, you can see short lists of vowel words I created at the bottom of this page. For more
challenges, invite your students to write words in empty spaces between ribbons. There are about five places for each section of the network. Sue them to come up with as many words as possible! More short sound sheets and letters can be found on these pages: Sheets › Short Vowels › Short and This
post contains affiliate links. As an Amazon Associate, I earn money from eligible purchases. (This post contains affiliate links.) I've been doing classes with my Friday for a few months now. It's getting better and better at resoning with CVC's words thanks to our practical actions and games. Here are some
free printables you can get right on this site! After all this practice, I knew that my Five was ready to review/evaluate with a worksheet package. The package contains nine worksheets, not to make all of them, but to select the ones that work for your students. We started with this match page. After we did
the business I realized that it would be better to have the words in the first column so that I had to read them before finding the pictures, not vice versa. (Two columns are switched to download.) I discovered that novice readers may be exhausted by many writing activities, so I kept this to a minimum in the
package. In the example above, my Five just had to name each photo and glue it under the correct word name. read simple sentences and matched Here he read every word and matched the photos. This action has the same idea, but every word starts with a mixture or digraph. This was the last thing we
did today. He colored the letters of each word and wrote the words on the line. Writing every word was quite tiring for him (he had not yet started kindergarten), so it was time to do after this sheet. I told him that after he had done some worksheets, he could write on my computer. Soon he was very busy
typing numbers 1-100, which is one of his favorite things to do.  We hope you can use some pages in this package! If you like what you've downloaded, click the Like button to get exclusive sheets and messages on Facebook. 1 Page DownloadFREE Sheet PDF Sheet Digital Download1 Page
GradePreschool, Kindergarten TopicsReading, Alphabet, Aonics Use this sheet for printing to practice recognizing short and long A sounds. In this sheet, your child will draw a rectangle around words that have a long A sound and oval around words that have a short sound A. Picture-Word Match Game
(Short-A) FREE This card game of aquestics has 36 cards to cut out (18 word cards and 18 picture cards) highlighting words with short sound in them. 1st and 2nd Grades Let's Make Sentences: Short-A WordsThis printable phonics activity has 25 word boxes to cut out. Then arrange the words to create
sentences by trying to use one or more short words in each sentence. On the lines provided, save the sentences you are doing.1st and 2nd Grades Print and cut out cards in this scavenger hunt activity. Hide cards containing short-sounding words around your class and ask students to find them.1st and
2nd Grades Flashcards and WordHere Wheels set of 36 short flashcards. Words include in, am, cat, ham, man, rat, map, gentleman, etc. Kindergarten to 2nd grade Spin circles to make the words: rag, bag, tag, sag, snag and scales. Kindergarten and 1 degree Spin circles to make the words: than, mr.,
maybe, man, ran, and fan. Kindergarten and 1st grade Spin circles to make the words: rat, bat, that, sat down, mat, and catKindergarten and 1st grade Long-A Vowel Sound Sheets SheetsThis link has many sheets to print to choose from for your students to learn about words with long vowel sound.
There are coloring sheets, cutting and glue steps, word circles, writing activities, etc. Mixed Long-A and Short-A Sheets sheets for printing in this unit have both short-A and long-A words in all sheets, so students learn to distinguish sounds. Try the activity of sorting cut and gluing words, horizontal hunt for
words or sheets to listen to and circle. Word Family SheetsAdd our many units of the word family on this page. Includes:-ack, -ain, -am, -aw, -ed, -end, -ice, -ine, -oat, -ore, -un, and more. Full Auctions AcousticsYou find a huge number of all our acoustics units in one place. We have Moms family units,
verbal units of sight, word patterns, vowel diographs and diphthongs, blends, and much, much, more! More!
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